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Bridging the scales near the 
contact line�

Len Pismen  
Technion, Haifa, Israel 

  A paradox resolved on nanoscale 
  Approximation ladder: from DFT to lubrication equations 
  Perturbation analysis: bridging the scales 
  Applications: moving droplets 

Outline  
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Dynamics: diffuse interface theory  

coupling to hydrodynamics –through the capillary tensor 

modified Stokes equation: 

explicit form: 

€ 

∇ ⋅ (T + S) = 0

continuity equation: 

compressible flow driven by the gradient of chemical potential 

S – stress tensor 
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ρ =ρ(z, h(x, t))!
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Lubrication approximation = Cahn–Hilliard 

nonlinear mobility!

energy is !
minimized!

surface 
tension 

adhesion 

order parameter!

technically easier but retains essential physics 
  Oron, Davis, and Bankoff, RMP 69, 931 (1997)   

Mass conservation: 

variational 
formulation 
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Approximation ladder: Dynamics 

1.  Compute Laplace pressure for a weakly curved interface 

2.  Introduce interaction with the substrate as a weak perturbation 

3.  Compute disjoining pressure assuming weak distortion of the density 
profile 

4.  Hydrodynamic lubrication approximation: lowest order in scale ratio  

5.  Solve lubrication equations – they are still multiscale! 

   why weak perturbations?  !
for compatibility with lubrication 
approximation: small contact angle !
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LP and Y.Pomeau, PRE 62 2480 (2000)!
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Disjoining pressure 

precursor 
thickness!

partial 
wetting!

Π(h) = A
h3

1− 1
h3+n

#
$%

&
'(

vdW interactions!

polar + vdW interactions!

Π(h) = e−h a − e−h( )

0!

Π(h)

precursor/bulk equilibrium!

pancake/hole equilibrium!

Π(h)

energy is 
accumulated 

in the 
transitional 

region: 
minimize 

length!
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Mobility coefficient 

(computed by integrating the Stokes equation across the film)!

h!
sharp interface!
   k=h3/3!

diffuse interface!

ln k!
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k(h)=!

solve the horizontal component 
of Stokes equation 
find the horizontal velocity 
u(z)=Ψ(z;h)∇W 

!!u (z) = ∇W
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Configurations: a multiscale system 

precursor! << θ hf!

contact line! θ" hf  or  b!
bulk! θ" R  or  λ!

region angle scale length scale!

bulk precursor precursor 

R!

length scales 
differ by many 

orders of 
magnitude!!

slip region 
horizontal!

hf!

h!

meniscus!
droplet!

bulk 
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Computing dynamic diffuse interface 

Contact-line dynamics of a 
diffuse fluid interface,!
D. Jacqmin, J. Fluid Mech. 
402 57 (2000). !

      reservations: 
•  local theory 
•  low density contrast 
•  no evaporation barrier 
•  a molecular-scale volume 

apparent 
contact 
angle!

Simulated flow pattern at a 
diffuse-interface contact line. !
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 Numerical slip:  NS computations (O. Weinstein & L.P. MMNP ‘08) 

ln (cR/λ)!

grid refinement!

Ca = Uµ
γ
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 Larger drops change shape upon refinement  
 NS computations (O. Weinstein & L.P. MMNP ‘08) 

higher 
refinement!
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Steady propagation of a meniscus     
•  Equation in comoving frame 

•  Replace variables 

•  truncated equation: viscosity!
      (no slip) + surface tension!

•  no θ=const asymptotics! 
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h→0: add intermolecular forces or slip!
h→∞:  add gravity or volume constraint!

Cox –
Voinov!
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Multiscale perturbation theory!
L.P. & Y. Pomeau, PoF (2004) "
L.P.,  PRE (2006)!
L.P. & J. Eggers, PRE (2008)!

  Separate “inner” and “outer” regions  
   “inner”: neglect macro-forces  
   “outer”: neglect disjoining pressure & slip  

  Zero order: find stationary solutions separately in the two regions  
   “inner”: disjoining pressure defines equilibrium contact angle at ∞   
   “outer”: apparent contact angle is set at 0  

  First order: expand dynamic equation assuming slow motion; find the 
eigenfunction in the kernel of the adjoint operator; apply solvability condition 
   “inner”: logarithmic singularity appears at ∞   
   “outer”: logarithmic singularity appears at 0 

  Match to remove the singularity; obtain velocity of the contact line 

Alternative routines 
  For stationary motion: integrate once, work with a 3rd order ODE 
  Match both regions to an intermediate universal solution 
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Moving  droplets 

Passive 

Interacting 

Active  

T∇

chemically reacting 
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Evolving droplet 
patterns 

Lipson et al: evaporating layer on 
mica: pancakes + precursor  

Lazar et al, PRL (2005) 
Long-chain alkanes on 
silica (“ziggurates”) 
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Multiscale perturbation theory: translating droplet 

propagation without 
change of form!

dynamic equation!

expand!

1st order equation!

adjoint operator!

translational Goldstone mode 
(2D vector)!

∇2h0 −V (h0 , x) = 0zero order (static)! V0= 0: parabolic cap!

L.P.,  PRE (2006)!
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Solvability condition 

friction factor!area integral!

bulk force!

contour integral!

contour force FΓ!

solvability condition defines velocity 
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Friction factor (regularized by slip)!

log of a large scale ratio  
bulk 

R!
slip region 

contact line!

bulk!

add up!
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regularized !
by precursor!

~! ~!
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Multiscale perturbation theory: spreading droplet 

dynamic 
equation!

Voinov’s asymptotic solution!

inner region: 
precursor!

quasistationary 1D: Integrate once!

outer region: 
parabolic cap!

intermediate 
region!

Capillary number!

L.P. & J. Eggers, PRE (2008)!

universal equation in 
intermediate region!
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Perturbation theory: precursor (0th order)!

quasistationary equation 
(integrate once)!

zero order: 
static solution!

gives profile near contact line!

expand!

rescale!
small parameter !
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Perturbation theory: precursor (1st order)!

first order equation!
inhomogeneity!

translational Goldstone mode!

adjoint operator!

linear operator!

solvability condition 

integrate by parts 3 times:!
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Matching to intermediate region!

compare Voinov’s and perturbation solutions to find ξ0 

intermediate solution to 
be matched to the outer 

region!
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Matching to a spreading drop!

compare Voinov’s and 
perturbation solutions  

parabolic cap of constant volume V !

variable apparent 
contact angle! evolution: spreading!

first order 
equation!

adjoint operator!
linear operator!

solvability condition: integrate within the circle 

expand!

equation for the 
Goldstone mode!
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Matching to a spreading drop!

outer solution:!

inner solution:!

use Ca =!

evolution of the 
apparent contact 

angle!
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flux 

flux 

larger drop in equilibrium 
with thinner precursor!

Interactions through precursor film 

smaller droplet catches up!

flux 

larger droplet is 
repelled in by the 
small one"

smaller droplet is 
sucked in by the 
big one"ripening!

L.P. & Y. Pomeau, PoF (2004) !
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Mass transport in precursor film 
•  negligible curvature!
•  almost constant thickness !
•  quasistationary motion!

Spherical cap in 
equilibrium with 
precursor:!

film thickness distribution created by well separated droplets:!
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Migration on precursor layer 
driving force on a 
droplet due to local 
thickness gradient!

droplet velocity:!

flux 
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Migration & 
coarsening 
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Migration & coarsening 
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Self-propelled droplets !
(Sumino et al, 2005)! Chemical self-propulsion 

(Schenk et al , 1997)!

Non-eqilibrium adsorption: droplets vs. spots 
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Adsorption  / Desorption!

H = 1! H = 0! H = 1!  rescaled velocity!

rescaled length!

dimensionless eqn in comoving frame!

concentration on 
the droplet contour!
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Self-propulsion velocity!

a=1!
a=2!

a=4!
 traveling 
bifurcation!

 droplet mobility parameter!
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Traveling threshold!

 from expansion at            :!

a!

a! mobility 
interval!

a!
immobile when diffusion is fast!
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Non-diffusive limit!
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Size dependence 
(no diffusion) 

capillary number vs. 
dimensionless radius!

experiment!
nonsaturated!

saturated!
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Motion due to variable wettability 

variable part of contact angle!

driving force!

velocity!

L.P.  PRE (2006) !
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Surface freezing 

stable at obtuse angle!

H. Riegler & P. Lazar, PRL (2005) !
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Scattering 

scattering angle!

far field!

standing! moving!
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Relaxation to grid 
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Instabilities: coating 

Marston et al, JFM (2006)!

Fingering coating film 
Eres et al, PoF (2000)!
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Instabilities: immersion lithography 

contact line instability!

Perturbed contact line – Perturbed interface 
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De Gennes:  capillary energy ~ k2 integrated over penetration 
! !length ~ k –1 yields relaxation response ~ k!

precise theory:  perturbation of the contact line leads to pressure 
!     perturbation in the bulk, causing nonlocal response!

local approximation:  neglect pressure perturbation, solve the !
! !Laplace equation for the perturbed interface!

… recover  relaxation response ~ k!

Equation of motion for the contact line 
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linearization! if!

macroscale! microscale!
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Relaxation of perturbations 

straight line!

droplet!

ridge!

unstable at!

varicose!

zigzag!
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Diffusive surfactant 

deposition of a surfactant from a bulk phase – 
dissolution underneath a droplet or liquid layer!

linear dependence of the equilibrium contact angle!

straight line!

droplet!

length scale!

stationary solutions:!
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Symmetry-breaking instability 
L.P.  PRE (2010) !

1 2 3 4 5 6

5

6

7

8

9

R

b

2
3 4 5 6

θ = θ0[1 – b(c – c0)]!
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Diffusive surfactant: perturbation equations 

evolution equation for the contact line displacement :!

contact line velocity / adsorbate velocity!
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Instability of a straight contact line 

Fourier components of the 
contact line displacement :!

Fourier components of the 
concentration perturbation :!

dispersion relation :!
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Instability of a straight contact line 

monotonic instability :!

long-scale low-frequency!

oscillatory instability :!

finite wavelength due to k-response!
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Instability of a circular droplet 

Fourier components of the 
contact line displacement :!

Fourier components of the 
concentration perturbation :!

dispersion relation :!
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Instability of a circular droplet 

monotonic instability :!
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k

straight-line limit!
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Conclusions 
•  the droplet velocities are computed with the help of integral 

relations, with no need for computing the shape distortion  
•  the coarsening of droplet size distribution proceeds by 

mass transport through the precursor; this causes an 
anomalous asymptotic scaling 

•  the motion of droplets is driven by the gradient of capillary 
pressure along their perimeters 

•  Contact line = phase boundary “in 21/2 dimensions”;   
     Length of the contact line is minimized but with a 

  “superdiffusive” response  
•  Non-equilibrium: chemo-capillary instabilities similar to 

those of dissipative structures in nonlinear non-equilibrium 
systems (fingering, traveling, oscillatory) 

•  The preference order of the various instabilities changes 
due to a different way the interfacial curvature is relaxed  
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Challenges 
•  Numerical multiscale computations spanning the range of 

relevant scales   
•  Experimental verification of nanoscale interactions in the 

vicinity of the contact line 
•  Theory incorporating effects of surface roughness and 

chemical inhomogeneities  
•  Rigorous justification of the various perturbation & 

approximation routines  
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